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White Paper 2019
Updates and business case studies from an eventful past 
year, by Miles Avison, CEO of translation and interpreting 

agency Avison Communication AB.
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The last 12 months has been an exciting time 
at Avison. I wanted to give a brief recap and 
to share some interesting  business cases  that 
nicely highlight where we are as a company, as 
well as the direction in which we are heading. 

In terms of strategy, focus has recently turned 
towards a more even distribution of interpreting 
versus translation projects (in terms of project 
income). For 2018 as a whole, the division was 
roughly 61% translation vs. 35% interpreting (with 
language training and proofreading/editing pro-
jects making up the rest). The forecast for 2019 is 
closer to 52% and 44% respectively, and a 50/50 
split has been a rough goal for the near future.  

Other interesting shifts include an increase in 
book translations - both business and fiction 
literature (we have translated and/or edited 8 
books over the last 12 months), an increase in the 
amount of customers from outside of Sweden 
(ca. 20% of income from international clients, vs. 
8% for the previous 12 months), and the num-
ber of jobs involving subtitling of short films, 
documentaries and commercials. The more in-
ternational shift has stemmed primarily from in-
creased efforts on international search and con-
version in our marketing expenditure, following 
a newly-revised SEO strategy early in the year. 

“Avison’s work is characterised by professionalism, 
high standards, and quick deliveries. Qualities that 
are extremely important for us as a listed company.”
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We employed around 

80 freelancers over the 
period,  with  the top 
ten  having   worked   on   
at least 10 projects, and 
the top-ranked translator 
completing 90 projects. 
Translation projects vary in size, and can en-
compass anything from a snappy little press 
release, to an entire online training program 

that takes 50 man hours to complete, or 

70,000 words of newly-digitalised material 
for a non-profit organisation that promotes re-
cycling and combats litter through public awa-
reness campaigns and environmental education.

And our interpreting projects have been an 
equally mixed bag. We have helped mul-
tinational construction firms and top ski 
brands with training programs interpreted 
simultaneously from Swedish to German.

We’ve helped with international peace talks 
(more below), and helped various companies 
communicate effectively with delegations from 
Russia, China, Spain and other parts of the 
world. Our interpreters have enabled a large 
toothpaste brand to conduct its famous dentist 
interviews for flawless TV commercials. Con-
ference interpreters, sometimes flown in from 
across Europe, have sat unnoticed in booths 
at the back of rooms and allowed audiences to 
follow the proceedings at conferences on steel, 
video gaming, tech advances, sales, wind power, 
LGBTQ and human rights, and government 
budgetary policy…to name (more than) a few!

With that said, around 33% of all interpreting re-
quests that we receive are still rejected, vs. about 
10% of translation projects. So we have some 
work to do there to increase that conversion rate. 
The reasons for rejection however do tend to be 
that the need disappears nearer the date (for ex-
ample, the event organisers decide to have Eng-
lish speaking presentations as a requirement), or 
the client had wildly underestimated the costs in-
volved in professional interpreting and the equip-
ment required. The equivalent rejection figures for 
the same period a year before were around 60% 
and 18% respectively, so progress is being made. 
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Below I have chosen three 
interpreting and translation 
business cases. It was hard to 
decide on just three, but I feel 
that these give a good idea 
of the diversity of the pro-
jects in which we are invol-
ved. They may not highlight the 
number of languages we work 
with, which is about 30 regu-
larly, and over 50 in total, but 
they do show what I am try-
ing to convey with this update.
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“We were provided with selected interpreting professionals for our project, and we are hap-
py with the quality of work delivered, along with the topnotch integrity and professionalism.”

Simultaneous interpreting for crucial inter-
national peace talks requires top-drawer re-
sources, project management and profes-
sionalism. And we took this and the other 
aspects of this assignment extremely seriously. 

With just over a week to go before the talks were 
due to start at Johannesbergs Slott, an hour out-
side Stockholm, Guarantee Travel approached 
us with the request to handle the simultaneous 
interpreting between Arabic and English. Fin-
ding four interpreters, with the right credentials, 

who could drop everything and commit their 
lives for the upcoming 11-day talks, was a chal-
lenging task. But this is one of the advantages of 
being a small, owner-run agency: we were able 
to dedicate a weekend to finding the right inter-
preters for the job. A team of 4 experienced UN 

interpreters with the right skill sets and back-
grounds was screened and prepared for the 
task at hand, and the contracts were all sig-
ned by the Sunday; a working day in Jordan. 

Once the team had gained security clearance 
from the UN, and all parties were in place, the 
project ran smoothly, with the Arabic <> Eng-
lish interpreters basically working on call for al-
most 2 weeks. The negotiations for peace were 
rather fruitful, and the professional interpreting 
that our team was able to provide was pivotal. 
Simultaneous and consecutive interpreting was 
provided in several scenarios - from press con-
ferences to back-and-forth negotiations, and 
announcements by the UN Secretary General.

Moayed Ramahi, who was running the project 
for Guarantee, says “Avison provides seamless 
business cooperation, and excellent customer 
service, along with first class support. We were 
provided with selected interpreting professio-
nals for our project, and we are happy with the 
quality of work delivered, along with the top-
notch integrity and professionalism. I hold no 
reservations whatsoever, and strongly recom-
mend this company and its interpreting services.”

It really would be fantastic to land more jobs of 
this ilk. So this will be a clear goal going into 2020.

Simultaneous interpreting for Yemen Peace Talks, December 2018.

Guarantee Travel/UN Office for Project Services (UNOPS)

Aerial view of Johannesbergs Slott, courtesy of johannesbergsslott.se.

Client: 

Guarantee Travel 
Group, Jordan.  Gu-
arantee is a leading 
full-service travel 
agency, with offices 
across the Middle 
East and in Europe. 
End client: UNOPS. 

Event: 

Yemen peace talks, 
outside Stockholm, 
Sweden, between 
Yemeni governme-
nt and Houthi re-
bels. Mediated by 
UN envoy, Martin 

Griffiths.

Interpreting type: 

Simultaneous in-
terpreting, Arabic < 
> English during 11 

days of talks. 

Outcome:

 Over the course of 
11 intensive days, the 
talks were able to run 
smoothly at any given 
time of day, due to 
the constant presence 
and preparedness of 
our team of experien-

ced UN interpreters. 

http://johannesbergsslott.se/
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Sustainability and quick turnarounds.

Swedish Stirling: turning residual gases into electricity

We like to work with companies that make a diffe-
rence. Swedish Stirling’s focus from start has been 
to adapt the Stirling engine so that it can be pre-
sented to the market as a cost-effective and sus-
tainable means to generate power. They’ve come 
a long way, and are now producing climate-smart 
electricity from industrial waste gas. And the com-
pany’s technology - the PWR BLOK - is the cheap 
est way to generate electricity in existence today.

We’ve had a long-lasting relationship with the 
management at Swedish Stirling, with myself and 
Swedish Stirling’s Chairman, Sven Sahle, both ha-
ving served time at asset management company 
East Capital in the early 2000s (yes, Sven was my 
boss!), in sales. It’s been great to see how Sven 
has switched paths and is now making a real 
success of something he feels passionate about. 

 
As for the work we do for this customer, it’s dy-
namic and interesting. Quick translations that 
follow rapid developments on a market that is 
evolving in front of our eyes. Sven Ljungberg, 
Chief Communication Officer, explains that
“for several years now, Avison has provided 
us with translations of press releases, annu-
al and quarterly reports and other documents. 
Their work is characterised by professiona-
lism, high standards, and quick deliveries.
Qualities that are extremely important for us as a

 

listed company, with certain requirements in terms
 quick and correct information to the market.”

For a look at some of the fascinating 
material we’ve translated, check out 
Swedish Stirling’s investors’ page here. 

Swedish Stirling has big plans, including a 
listing on the Nasdaq Stockholm Main Mar-
ket during the first half of 2020. We wish 
them well and remain at their disposal.

“Avison’s work is characterised by professionalism, 
high standards, and quick deliveries. Qualities that 

are extremely important for us as a listed company.”

         Sven Ljungberg, CCO of Swedish Stirling.

https://swedishstirling.com/en/investors/
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our contacts at HANZA, which include HR, 
communication, logistics, and marketing 
and finance. So far we have translated into 
the following languages for the compa-
ny: Swedish, English, German, Chinese, Po-
lish, Czech, Finnish, Estonian and Russian. 

Have a look at some of the materials we’ve wor-
ked with on HANZA’s Investor relations page here. 

Petra Duprez, Senior Vice President, says “We 
value the flexibility and the easy communication 
with Avison. For some projects we know the tran-
slation needs well in advance and can plan, but 
others are more ad hoc and need urgent action. In 
both scenarios we have found Avison to be a good 
partner. We appreciate the wide scope of texts/
areas that Avison can help us translate since the-
re’s quite a difference between the content of the 
annual report and how we formulate our values”.

Almost 40 projects down the road, we look for-
ward to seeing continued dynamic growth for 
HANZA, and to a continued fruitful collabora-
tion along the way. More numbers, more growth, 
and more success for both parties, please!

HANZA, a leading Swedish manufacturing 
company, is exactly the type of business we 
like to work with: a modern company on an 
exciting journey of international expansion, 
with a focus on sustainability and efficiency. 

HANZA was founded in 2008 and posted la-
test annual revenue of SEK 2.3 billion, with 
operations in Sweden, Germany, Finland, Es-
tonia, Poland, the Czech Republic and Chi-
na. The company’s customer base com-
prises leading names such as ABB, Epiroc, 
Getinge, Oerlikon, Saab Defence and Siemens.
 
Since early 2016, Avison has helped HANZA on 
this international journey of growth, with regular 
translations into nine languages. And with over 
30 projects completed during this period, HANZA 
is in our top 5 companies for the last four years in 
terms of sales. The materials we translate inclu-
de technical, strategic and financial texts, such 
as annual and quarterly reports, sustainability 
reports, newsletters, the quarterly magazine, 
e-learning scripts, and the company’s key values.

We enjoy an easy and fluid communication with 

7 countries. Over 30 projects. 9 languages. Top 5.

HANZA: a journey of numbers and international expansion

“We value the flexibility and the easy 
communication with Avison.”

HANZA: a modern company on an exciting journey of international expansion, with a focus on sustainability and efficiency

https://www.hanza.com/english/investor-relations.html


A year of shifts in focus, shared journeys and 
great collaborations. On a working day, with mul-
tiple projects under way, leads to follow up, bills 
to pay, and calls to make, it can be easy to for-
get what the actual point of it all is. So penning 
this report has been a rewarding experience that 
has allowed me to distance myself from my desk 
and instead look at why I spend time sat at it!

I look forward to pursuing this direction into 
2020. With new exciting and varied projects, more 
words, more languages, bigger events, better out-
comes achieved and even more happy customers. 

  - Miles Avison, Stockholm, January 2020.
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